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CHAPTER II

UTILITARIANISM

(concluded)

In the last chapter I stated the first part of an ethical
theory, which I chose out for consideration, not
becauseI agreed with it, but becauseit seemedto me
to bring out particularly clearly the distinction between

which the agent could have done instead. These three
statementstogether constitute what I will call the first
part of the theory; and, whether we agreewith them
or not, it must, I think, at least be admitted that they
are propositions of a very fundamental nature and of a
very wide range, so that it would be worth while to

the words 'all' and 'only' to be understood quite
strictly. That is to say, it means its propositionl to
apply to absolutely every voluntary action, which ever
has been done, or ever will be done, no matter who
did it, or when it was or will be done; and not only to
those which actually have been or will be done, but
also to all those which have been or will be possibtle,
in
a certain definite sense.
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to chooseto do them. Possible actions, in this sense,
form a perfectly definite group; and we do, as a
matter of fact, often make judgements as to whether
they would have been or would be right, and as to
whether they ought to have been done in the past,
or ought to be done in the future. We say, 'So-and-so
ought to have done this on that occasion',or 'It would
have been perfectly right for him to have done this',
although as a matter of fact, he did not do it; or we
say,'You ought to do this', or'It will be quite right
for you to do this', although it subsequentlyturns out,
that the action in question is one which you do not
actually perform. Our theory says, then, with regard
to all actions, which were in this sensepossible in the
past, that they would haoebeenright, if and only if they
would have produced a maximum of pleasure; just
as it says that all actual past voluntary zctions were
right, if and only if they did produce a maximum of
pleasure. And similarly, with regard to all voluntary
actions which will be possiblein the future, it says
that they will be right, if and only if they ttould produce
a maximum of pleasure; just as it sayswith regard to
all that will actuallybe done, that they will be right, if
and only if they do producea maximum of pleasure.
Our theory does, then, even in its first part, deal,
in a sense,with possible actions, as well as actual ones.
It professesto tell us, not only which among actual
past voluntary actions wereright, but also which among
those which were possiblewould have beenright if they
had been done; and not only which among the
voluntary actions which actually will be done in the
future, will be right, but also which among those which
will be possible, would be right, if they were to be
done. And in doing this, it does,of course,give us a
criterion, or test, or standard,by meansof which we
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,rould, theoretically at least, discover with regard to
absolutely every voluntary action, whichever either has
beenor will be either actualor possible,whether it was
or will be right or not. If we want to discover with
regard to a voluntary action which was actually done
or was possible ig-,1heaa9t, whether it was right or
would have been ri-ghtw-d1ave only to ask: Could the
agent, on the occasionin question, have done anything
elie instead,which would haveproduced more pleasure?
If he could, then the action in questionwas or would
have been wrong; if he could not, then it was or
would have been right. And similarly, if we want
to discoverwith regard to an action, which we are
contemplating in the future, whether it would be
right for us to do it, we have only to ask: Could I do
anything else instead which would produce more
pleasure? If I could, it will be wrong to do the action;
if I could not, it will be right. Our theory doesthen,
even in its first part, profess to give us an absolutely
universal criterion of right and wrong; and similarly
also an absolutely universal criterion of what ought or
ought not to be done.
But though it does this, there is something else
which it doesnot do. It only asserts,in this first part,
that the producing of a maximum of pleasure is a
characteristic,which did and will belong,as a mattero;f
fact, to all right voluntary actions (actual or possible),
and only to right ones; it doesnot, in its first part' go
they possessthis charon to assertthat it is because
acteristic that such actions are right. This second
assertionis the first which it goes on to make in its
second part; and everybody can see, I think, that
there is an important difference between the two
asserfions.
Many people might be inclined to admit that, when-
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wrong, always does produce greater unhappiness
than would have followed if the agent had -"hor"r,
instead some one of the other alternatives, which he
could have carried out, if he had so chosen; and we

produce or would produce /ess than a maximum of
pleasure is absolutely always a sign that a voluntary
action is wrong, while the fact that it does produce oi
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would produce a maximum of pleasure is absolutely
always a sign that it is right; but this does not seem
to commit us to the very different proposition that
these results, besides being s'ig1t7
of right and wrong,
are also the reasonswhy actions are right when they
are right, and-riibng when they are wrong. Everybody
can see, I think, that the distinction is important I
although I think it is often overlooked in ethical
discussions.And it is preciselythis distinction which
separateswhat I have called the first part ofour theory,
from the first of the assertions which it goes on to
make in its second part. In its first part it only asserts
that the producing or not producing a maximum of
pleasure are, absolutely universally, signsof right and
wrong in voluntary actionsl in its second part it goes
on to assertthat it is becawethey produce these results
that voluntary actions are right when they are right,
and wrong when they are wrong.
There is, then, plainly some important difference
between the assertion,which our theory made in its
first part, to the effect that all right voluntary actions,
and only those which are right, do, in fact, produce a
maximum of pleasure,and the assertion,which it now
goes on to make, that this is tthy they are right. And
if we ask why the difference is important, the answer
is, so far as I can see, as follows. Namely, if we say
that actions are right, becawethey produce a maximum
of pleasure,we imply that, provided they producedthis
result, they would be right, no matter what othn effects
thcy tnight produce as well. We imply, in short, that
their rightness does not depend at all upon their other
effects, b:ut only on the quantity of pleasure that they
produce. And this is a very different thing from
merely saying that the producing a maximum of
pleasureis always,as a matter of fact, a szgrof rightness.
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It is quite obvious, that, in the Universe as it is actually
constituted, pleasure and pain are by no means the
only results of any of our actions: they all produce
immense numbers of other results as well. And so
long as we merely assertthat the producing a maximum
of pleasure is a sign of rightness, we leave open the
possibility that it is so only becausethis result does
always,as a matter of fact, happen to coincide with the
production of other results; but that.it is partly upon
these other results that the rightness of the action
depends. But so soon as we assert that actions are
right, because
they produce a maximum of pleasure,we
cut away this possibility; we assertthat actions which
produced such a maximum- would. be right, even if
they did not produce any of the other effects, which,
as a matter of fact, they always do produce. And this,
I think, is the chief reason why many persons who
would be inclined to assent to the first proposition,
would hesitateto assentto the second. ,r r.
It is, for instance,commonly held that somepleasures
are higher or better than others, even though they may
not be more pleasant; and that wherewe have a choice
between procuring for ourselvesor others a higher or a
lower pleasure,it is generallyright to prefer the former,
even though it may perhaps be less pleasant. And, of
course,even those who hold that actions are only right
becauseof the quantity of pleasure they produce, and
not at all because of the quality of these pleasures,
might quite consistentlyhold that itis as anatter offact
generally right to prefer higher pleasures to lower
ones, even though they may be less pleasant. They
might hold that this is the case, on the ground that
higher pleasures, even when less pleasant in themselves, do, if we take into account all their further
effects,tend toproduce more pleasureon the whole
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tlrnn lower ones. There is a good deal to be said for
llrc vicw that this doesactuallyhappen,as the Universe
is actuallyconstituted; and that hencean action which
(':u.rscs
a higher pleasureto be enjoyed instead of a
lowcr one, will in general cavsemore pleasurein its
/o/a/ effects, though it may cause /essin its immediate
ellccts. And this is why those who hold that higher
plcasuresare in generalto be preferredto lower ones,
lnny nevcrthclcssadmit that mere quantity of pleasure
ia alw:rys, in fact, a correct sign or triterion of the
riglrtncssof an action.
llut tlrose who hold that actions are only right,
hecuuse
of the qunntity of plcasurethey produce,must
lxrld also that, if higher pleasuresdid not, in their
totnl effccts, produce more pleasure than lower ones,
tlrcn tlrere would be no reason whatever for preferring
thenr,providedthey werenot themselvesmore pleasant.
If the sole effect of one action were to be the enjoyrncnt of a certain amount of the most bestialor idiotic
plcasure, and the sole efrect of another were to be the
enjoyment of a much more refined one, then they
must hold that there would be no reason whatever for
preferring the latter to the former, provided only that
the mere quantity of pleasure enjoyed in each case
were the same. And if the bestial pleasure were ever
so slightly more pleasant than the other, then they
must say it would be our positive duty to do the action
which would bring it about rather than the other.
This is a conclusion which does follow from the
assertion that actions are right becausethey produce a
maximum of pleasure,and which does not follow from
the mere assertionthat the producing a maximum of
pleasureis always, infad, a sign of rightness. And it is
for this, and similar reasons, that it is important to
distinguish the two propositions.
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To many persons it may seem clear tbat it would
be our duty to prefer some pleasuresto others,even if
they did not entail a greaterquantity of pleasure; and
hencethat though actionswhich produce a maximum
of pleasureare perhaps,in fact, ahvaysright, they are
not right because
ofthis, but only becausethe producing
of this result does in fact happen to coincidewith the
producing of other results. They would say that
though perhaps, in fact, actual casesnever occur in
which it r or would be wrong to do an action, which
producesa maximum of pleasure,it is easyto itttagine
casesin which it zlould be wrong. -If, for instance, we
had to choosebetweencreating a Universe, in which
all the inhabitants were capable only of the lowest
sensual pleasures,and another in which they were
capableof the highest intellectual and aestheticones,
it would, they would say, plainly be our duty to create
the latter rather than the former, eventhough the mere
quantity of pleasureenjoyedin it were rather lessthan
in the former, and still more so if the quantitieswere
equal. Or, to put it shortly, they would say that a
world of men is preferableto a world of pigs, even
though the pigs might enjoy as much or more pleasure
than a world of men. And this is what our theory
goes on to deny, when it says that voluntary actions
are right, because
they producea maximum of pleasure.
It implies, by sayingthis, that actionswhich produced
a maximum of pleasure would always be right, no
matter what their effects, in other respects,might be.
And hence that it would be right to create a w-orld in
which there wzuino intelligenceand none of the higher
emotions,rather than one in which thesewere present
in the highest degree, provided only that the mere
quantity of pleasureenjoyed in the former were ever
so little greater than that enjoyed in the latter.
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()trr thcory llssclts, then, in its second part, that
volrlrtary actions are right when they are right, because
tlrt'y pr<-rducc
a rnlximum of plcasure; and in asserting
tlris it takcs a grcat stcp beyond what it asserted in its
lirut part, sincc it now implies that an action which
protluccd a maximum of pleasure always would be
riglrt, no mattcr how its rcsults, in other respects,
lrriglrt compnrc with those of the other possible
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rltcnrutivt:c.
lhrt it rrriglrtbe lrclclthat, evenso, it doesnot imply
tlnt tlrin wrrrrltl bc ao absolutalyunconditionally. It
lrriglrtlre lrcltl tlrnt tlrough,in the Universcas actually
crrrrrlitrrtcrl,
uctionsnrc right lncausethey producea
rrruxinrunr
of plcnsurc,and hcncethcir rightnessdoes
n(rt rtt nll dcpcnd upon thcir othcr efrects,yet this is
only so for some srrchrcasonas that, in this Universe,
nll conscious beings do actually happen to desire
plcasure; but that, if we could imagine a IJniverse,
in which pleasure was not desired, then, in such a
Universe, actions would not be right because they
produced a maximum of pleasure; and hence that
we cannot lay it down absolutelyunconditionallythat
in all conceivable Universes any voluntary action
would be right wheneverand only when it produceda
maximum of pleasure. For some such reasonas this,
it might be held that we must distinguish between the
mere assertion that voluntary actions are right, when
they are fight, becausethey produce a maximum of
pleasure, and the, further assertion that this would
be so in all conceivable circumstances and in any
conceivable Universe. Those who assert the former
are by no means necessarilybound to assertthe latter
also. To assertthe latter is to take a still further step.
But the theory I wish to state does, in fact, take this
further step. It rsserts not only that, in the Universe
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as it is, voluntary actions are right because
they produce
a maximum of pleasure,but alsothat this would be so,
under any contefutablecircumstarues: that if any conceivablebeing, in any conceivableUniverse,were faced
with a choice between an action which would cause
more pleasure and one which would cause less, it
wotid always be his duty to choosethe former rather
than the latter, no matter what the respects might be
in which his Universe differed from ours. It may, at
first sight, seem unduly bold to assertthat any ethical
truth can be absolutely unconditional in this sense.
But many philosophershave held that some fundamental ethical principles certainly are thus unconditional. And a little reflection will suffice to show
that the view that they may be so is at all events not
absurd. We have many instances of other truths,
which seemquite plainly to be of this nature. It seems
quite clear, for instance, that it is not only true that
twice two do make four, in the Universe as it actually
is, but that they necessarilywould make four, in any
conceivable lJniverse, no matter how much it might
differ from this one in other respects. And our theory
is only assertingthat the connexionwhich it believes
to hold between rightness and the production of a
maximum of pleasure is, in this respect, similar to
the connexion asserted to hold between the number
two and the number four, whgn IcQsay that twice two
are four. It assertsthat, if any being whatever, in any
circumstances whatever, had to choose between two
actions, one of which would produce more pleasure
than the other, it always would be his duty to choose
the former rather than the latter: that this is absolutely
unconditionally true. This assertionobviously goes
very much further, both than the assertion which it
made in its first part, to the effect that the producing a
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Iurow it 1o ltc lrttc.
()rrr llrrory ltttttcl'ts,thcrcforc, in its secold part:
'l 'l r l t , i l w e i r l r r l l o t : l l t x r s cl r e t w c c n t w o a c t i o n s, o n e
ol'wlrir'lr wtrttltl ltltvt:its ils eolc or total e{Iects,an effect
o r r e l t t l 'e l l c t 'l a , w l r i t : l t w c r r r a y c a l l A , w h i l e t he o th e r
wortkl lrttve ttx iln uolt: or totltl cllccts, an efl'cct or set
ol' e llc't'l*, wlriclr wt: ttlity c:rll Ii, thcn, f A contained
rrrorc grlcitsttrctlt:trt Il, it always would bc ou.r dury.t9
t 1,,,,,r.:tlrc tctiort which ctuscd A rather than that which

btllu than one which contains less'
Ily calling one effect or set of efiects intrinsically
bcttir than inother it means that it is better in itself'
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qilite alonethan that the other should exist quite alonc.
No one thing or set of things, A, ever can be intrinsically
better than another,B, unlessit would be better that A
should exist quite alone than that B should exist quite
alone. Our theory asserts, therefore, that, wherever
it is true that it would be our duty to chooseA rather
than B, if A and B were to be the sole effectsof a pair
of actions between which we had to choose,there it is
alwaysalso true that it would be betterthat A should
exist quite alone than that B should exist quite alone.
And it assertsalso, conversely,that wherevbr it is true
that any one thing or set of things, A, is intrinsically
better than another, B, there it would always also be
our duty to choosean action of which A would be the
sole effect rather than one of which B would be the
sole effect, if we had to choose between them. But
since,as we have seen,it holds that it never could be
our duty to choose one action rather than another,
unless the total effects of the one contained more
pleasurethan that of the other, it followsthat, according
to it, no effect or set of effects, A, can possibly be
intrinsically better than another, B, unlessit contains
more pleasure. It holds, therefore, not only that any
one effector setof effects,which containsmore pleasure,
is alwaysintrinsically better than one which contains
less, but also that no effect or set of effects can be
intrinsically better than another unlessit contains-.
more oleasure.
It is plain, then, that this theory assignsa quite
unique position to pleasureand pain in two respects;
or possibly only in one, since it is just possiblethat
the two propositionswhich it makes about them are
not merely equivalent, but absolutely identical-that
is to say, are merely different ways of expressingexactly
the same idea. The two propositions are these.
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(r ) 'l'lrnt if any one had to choosebetweentwo actions,
orrt: of which would, in its total effects, cause more
plcirsrrrethan the other, it ahvayswould be tris !-U-!X
t,,.,hooscthe former; and that it never could be any
orrr:'sduty to chooseone action rather than another,
rrrrlcss its total effects contained more pleasure.
(z) 'l'hat any Universe, or Part of a Universe, which
contirins more pleasure,is always intrinsically better
tlran one which containsless; and that nothing can be

r;rrcstionwhether, when we say, 'It would be better
tirat A should exist quite alone than that B should
t:xist quite alone', we are or are not saying exactly
tlrc samething, as when we say, 'Supposing we had to
choosebetween an action of which A would be the
solc effect, and one of which B would be the sole
cfl'cct, it would be our duty to choose the former
rlther than the latter'. And it certainly doesseem,at
lirst sight, as if the two propositionswere not identical;
rs if we should not be sayingexactlythe samething in
asscrtingthe one, as in assertingthe other. But, even
if they are not identical, our theory assertsthat they
nrc certainlyequioalent:that, wheneverthe one is truc,
thc other is certainly also true. And, if they are not
idcntical, this assertionof equivalenceamounts to the
vcry important proposition that: An action is right,
only if no action, which the agent could have done
instcad, would have had intrinsically better results:
while an action is wrong, only if the agent could have
done some other action instead whose total results
would have been intrinsically better. It certainly
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secondly,that they have a unique relation to intrinsic
ztalue.
Our theory asserts,then, that any whole which
contains a greater amount of pleasure, is always
intrinsically better than one which contains a smaller
amount, no matter what the two may be like in other
respects; and that no whole can be intrinsically better
than another unlessit containsmore pleasure. But it
must be rememberedthat throughouf this discussion,
we have, for the sake of convenience,been using the
phrase'containsmore pleasure'inan inaccuratesense.
I explainedthat I should say of one whole, A, that it
contained more pleasure than another, B, whenever
A and B were related to one another in either of the
five following ways: namely (r) when A and B both
containan excessof pleasureover pain, but A contains
a greaterexcessthan B; (z) when A containsan excess
of pleasureover pain, while B containsno excesseither
ofpleasureover pain or ofpain over pleasure; (3) when
A contains an excessof pleasureover pain, while B
contains an excessof pain over pleasure,(4) when A
containsno excesseither of pleasureover pain or of
pain over pleasure,while B does contain an excessof
pain over pleasure; and (5) when both A and B contain
an excessof pain over pleasure, but A contains a
smaller excess than B. Whenever in stating this
theory, I have spoken of one whole, or effect, or set
of effects,A, as containing more pleasurethan another,
B, I have always meant merely that A was related to B
in orc or otlur of thcsefioe ways. And so here, when
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olrr theory says that every whole which contains a
grcater amount of pleasure is always intrinsically
bctter than one which contains less, and that nothing
intrinsically better than anything else unless
c:l n be
De lnt
i t contains more pleasure, this must be understood
to meanthat any whole, A, which standsto another,B,
in any oneof these five relations, is always intrinsically
bctter than B, and that no one thing can be intrinsically
lrctter than another, unless it standsto itin oru or other
<lf the.sefive relations. And it becomes important to
rcmember this, when we go on to take account of
anotherfact.
It is plain that when we talk of one thing being
'better' than another we may mean any one of five
different things. We may mean either (r) that while
both are positivelygood, the first is better; or (z) that
while the first is positively good, the second is neither
good nor bad, but indifferent; or (3) that while the
lirst is positively good, the second is positively bad;
or (4) that while the first is indifferent, the second is
positively bad; or (5) that while both are positively
bad, the first is less bad than the second. We should,
in common life, say that one thing was 'better' than
another, whenever it stood to that other in any one of
these five relations. Or, in other words, we hold
that among things which stand to one another in the
rclation of better and worse,some are positively good,
others positively bad, and others neither good nor
bad, but indifferent. And our theory holds that this
is, in fact, the case,with things which have a place
in the scale of intrirub value; some of them are
intrinsically good, others intrinsically bad, and others
indifferent. And it would say that a whole is intrinsicully good, whenever and only when it contains an
cxcessof pleasureover pain; intrinsically bad, when-
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ever and only when it containsan excessof pain over
pleasure; and intrinsically indifferent, wheniver and
only when it containsneither.
In addition, therefore,to laying down preciserules
as to what things are intrinsically better or worse than
others, our theory also lays down equally precise ones
as to what things are intrinsically good and bad and
'indifferent. By saying that a thing is intrinsically good
it means that it would be a good thing that thi thing
in question should exist, even if it existed quite aloi,
without any further accompanimentsor effects whatever. By saying that it is intrinsically bad, it means
that it would be a bad thing or an evil that it should
exist, even if it existed quite alone, without any further
accompanimentsor effects whatever. And by saying
that it is intrinsically indifferent, it means tfrat, if ii
existed quite alone, its existence would be neither a

ECfidn of which A rvould be the sole or total effect,

of which A would be the sole effect, and an action
which would have absolutely no effects at all, it would
aJwaysbe our duty to choosethe latter and wrong to
choosethe former. And finally, to say of anything, A,
that it is 'intrinsically indifferent', is equivalenl to
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rnying tlrat, if we had to choosebetween an action,
ol' lvlrir:h A would be the sole effect, and an action
rvlrichwoukl have absolutelyno effectsat all, it would
n()t rnilttcr which we chose: either choice would be
crl rr:rl l ri
y ght.
'lir sum up, then, we may say that, in its second
l):rrt,our theory lays down three principles. It asserts
( r ) tlurt anything whatever, whether it be a single
cllcct, or a whoie set of effects,or a whole Universe,is
intrinsically good, whenever and only when it either
is or contains an excessof pleasureover pain; that
rrrrything whatever is intrinsically bad, whenever and
only whcn it either is or containsan excessof pain over
lrlcirsurc; and that all other things, no matter what
tlrcir nature may be, are intrinsicaily indiflerent. It
nsscrts(z) that any one thing, whether it be a single
cllcct, or a rrhole set of effects,or a whole lJniverse,
is intrinsically betterthan another, wheneverand only
wlrcn the two are relatedto one anotherin one or other
of the five following ways: namely, when either (a)
while both are intrinsically good, the secondis not so
good as the first; or (D) while the first is intrinsically
good,the secondis intrinsicallyindifferent; or (c) while
tlrc first is intrinsically good, the secondis intrinsically
bad; or (d) while the first is intrinsically indifferent,
the secondis intrinsically bad; or (e) while both are
intrinsically bad, the first is not so bad as the second.
And it asserts(3) that, if we had to choosebetweentwo
nctions one of which would have intrinsically better
total effects than the other, it always would be our
drrty to choose the former, and wrong to choose the
llttcr; and that no action ever can be right y'we could
huvc done anything elseinsteadwhich would have had
irrtrinsicallybetter total effects,nor wrong, unlesswe
could have done something else instead which would
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have had intrinsically better total effects. From these
three principles taken together, the whole theory
follows. And whether it be true or false, it is, I think,
at, least a perfectly clear and intelligible theory.
Whether it is or is not of any practical importance is,
indeed, another question. But, even if it were of none
whatever, it certainly lays down propositions of so
fundamental and so far-reaching a character, that it
seems worth while to consider whether they are true
or false. There remain, I think, only two points which
should be noticed with regard to it, before we go on to
consider the principal objections which may be uqged
against it.
It should be noticed, first, that, though this theory
asserts that nothing is intrinsical$ good, unless it is
or contains an excessof pleasure over pain, it is very
far from assertingthat nothing is good, unless it,fulfils
this condition. By saying that a thing is intrinsically
good,it means,as has been explained, that the existence
of the thing in question would be a good, even if it
existed quite alone, without any accompaniments
or effects whatever; and it is quite plain that when wp

for a moment maintain that it anuld be good, even if it
had no effects at all. We are, for instance, familiar
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firrther good effects. And similarly with many other
tlrings. Many things, therefore, which are not
'intrinsically' good, may neverthelessbe 'good' in
notne one or other of the sensesin which we use that
highly ambiguous word. And hence our theory can
nnd would quite consistently maintain that, while
nothing is intrircically good except pleasure or wholes
which contain pleasure, many other things really are
'good'; and similarly that, while nothing is intrinsically
bad except pain or wholes which contain it, yet many
other things are really 'bad'. It would, for instance,
maintain that it is always a good thing to act rightly,
and a bad thing to act wrongly; although it would say
at the same time that, since actions,strictly speaking,
d9 ngt contain either pleasure or pain, but are only
accompaniedby or causesof them, a right action is
rcz;er intrinsicallt good, nor a wrong one intrinsically
bad. And similarly it would maintain that it is perfectly
true that some men are 'good', and others 'bad', and
Borhebetter than others; although no man can strictly
be said to contain either pleasure or pain, and hence
none can be either intrinsically good or intrinsically
bad or intrinsically better than any other. It would
evenmaintain (and this alsoit can do quite consistently),
that eventswhich are intrinsically good are nevertheless
very often bad, and intrinsically bad ones good. It
would, for instance,say that it is often a very bad thing
for a man to enjoy a particular pleasureon a particular
occasion, although the event, which consists in his
enjoying it, may be intrinsically good, since it contains
an excessof pleasureover pain. It may often be a very
bad thing that such an event should happen, because
it causesthe man himself or other beings to have less
pleasure or more pain in the future, than they would
otherwise have had. And for similar reasons it may
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often be a very good thing that an intrinsically bad
event should happen.
It is important to remernberall this, becauseotherwise the theory may appear much more paradoxical
than it really is. It may, for instance, appear, at first
sight, asif it denied all value to anything except pleasure
and wholes which contain it-a view which would be
extremely paradoxical if it were held. But it does nat
do this. It does not deny all value to other things,
but only all intrircic value-a very different thing. It
only says that none of them would have any value if
they existed quite alone. But, of course,as a matter of
fact, none of them do exist quite alone, and hence
it may quite consistentlyallow that, as it is, many of
them do have very great value. Concerning kinds of
value, other than intrinsic value, it does not profess
to lay down any generalrules at all. And its reasonfor
confining itself to intrinsic value is because.it holds
that this and this alone is related to right and wrong
in the perfectly definite manner explained above.
Whenever an action is right, it is right only if and
becausethe total effects of no action, which the agent
could have done instead, would have had more intrinsic
value; and wheneveran action is wrong, it is wrong
only if and because the total effects of some othei
action, which the agent could have done instead,
would have had more intinsic value. This proposition,
which is true of intrinsic value, is not, it holds, true of
value of any other kind.
And a secondpoint which should be noticed about
this theory is the following. It is often representedas
asserting that pleasure is the only thing which is
ultimately good or desirable, and pain the only thing
which is ultimately bad or undesirable; or as asserting
that pleasure is the only thing which is good for iu
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uun sale, and pain the only thing which is bad for its
own sulu. And there is, I think, a sensein which it
rlocs asscrt this. But these expressions are not
rrrmmonly carefully defined; and it is worth noticing
that, if our theory does assertthese propositions,the
t:xlrressions' ul1imatelygood' or ' goodfor its own sahe'
nrust be understood in a different sense from that
which has been assigned above to the expression
'irrtr;nsbally good'. We must not take 'ultimateljt
go<rd'or 'good for its outnsake' to be synonyms for
'intrinsically good'. For our theory most emphatically
docs zol Issert that pleasureis the only thing intrinsically
good, and pairr the only thing intrinsitally evil. On
the contrary, it assertsthat any whole which contains
an excessof pleasure over pain is intrhtsitally good,
no matter how much else it may contain besides; and
similarly that any whole which contains an excessof
pain over pleasureis intrhuically bad. This distinction
betweenthe conceptionexpressedby 'ultimately good'
or'goodtfor its autnsahe',on the one hand, and that
cxpressedby'intrinsically good', on the other, is not
commonly madeI and yet obviously we must make it,
if we are to say that our theory doesassertthat pleasure
is the only ultimate good, and pain the only ultimate
evil. The two conceptions,if used in this way, have
one important point in common, namely, that both of
them will only apply to things whose existencewould
be good, even if they existed quite alone. Whether
we assertthat a thing is'ultimalely good'or'good for
its own sake' or 'intrinsically good', we are always
assertingthat it would be good, even if it existed quite
alone. But the two conceptionsdiffer in respectof the
fact that, whereasa whole which is 'intrinsically good'
rrray contain parts which are not intrinsically good, i.e.
wouldtot be good, if they existed quite alone; anything
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iort: What characteristicis there which uould
rlrrcrrf
any voluntary action,which was
lir,l,,rrgto lbs<-rlutcly
rr;,1lrt,irr any conccivableUniverse, and under any
These two questionsare
rcrr'('iv:ll)lct:ircumstances?
olrviorrslyt:xtrcnrclydifferent,and by the theory I have
rrtltcrl I tl)citn a theory which does Professto give an
rfffnw('rto both.
Wlrcthcr this theory has ever been held in exactly
tlrc fornt in which I have stated it, I should not like
to rny. llut many peoPlehavecertainlyheld something
vcry likc it; and it seemsto be what is oftenmeant by
tlrc firnriliarname 'Utilitarianism', which is the reason

is that no singlename,which has ever been
rlincussions
proposcd as the name of an ethical theory, has any
fixed significance. On the contrary' every
rulrsolutely
nnnrcmay be, and often is, used as a name for several
rlillcrcnt theories,which may differ from one another
irr vcry important respects.Hence, wheneveranybody
rrxcssuch a name, you can never trust to the name
but must always look carefully to see exactly
rulorrr:,
wlrrrthc meansby it. For this reasonI do not proPose'
irr what follows, to give any name at all to this theory
which I have stated, but will refer to it simply as the
lhcory statedin thesefirst two chapters-

